ch. n
 PRINCIPLES OF COMPENSATION
as robbery, which imply that something illegal is being done.
But property rights are the child of law, which is itself the
creation of the public political authority. It is evident, there-
fore, that, except where there is an overriding written consti-
tution, there can be no question of illegality, whatever a
sovereign public authority may choose to do in respect of
property rights hitherto enjoyed by its citizens. A statute
passed in due form by the British Parliament taking away
all property rights, or some particular property right, from
all red-haired men, or from some particular red-haired man,
might be objectionable, but could not possibly be illegal.
The use of such a term as robbery, therefore, when applied to
acts of sovereign public authorities, is inappropriate. That
term signifies the taking away by force or fraud of something
to which the robbed person has a legal right. When a public
authority acts in due form it never does this: it withdraws
a right which it has itself created ; and* from the point of
view of legality, nobody can have any ground of complaint.
The expropriation by a private person of something to which
another private person has a legal right and the withdrawal
by the public authority of that legal right are acts of entirely
different kinds. Any use of words that tends to confuse them
should be avoided.
§ 5. Fujg^xjaental to ^e_problem_0j^j?j3impensation is the
pringiple_of ^equity/ This principle in its barest form asserts
'that similar persons should be treated similarly—by the public
powers as by anybody else. Sidgwick held that knowledge
of it is given in direct intuition. This view implies that, if
there is a given aggregate of private good — not of good
things — available for distribution among two or more exactly
similar men, a further element of public good is created when
this private good is divided among them equally. Now, it is
held by certain ethical philosophers that the only elements
of good are states of consciousness. If this is so, equity,
which is a relation between states of consciousness, clearly
cannot be an element of good, or, apart from its effects, have
any ethical value. The issue thus raised is an important one.
!For our present purpose, however, it is not necessary to
enlarge upon it, For, even if Sidgwick's view that equity is
itself a good be rejected, there are available 'other considera-
tions adequate to establish the principle of equity in its

